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About This Game

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof

is a dynamic VR western shooter that fully immerses players into the ambiance of weird Wild West.

Stepping the tangled storyline, you will encounter many intimidating but comical enemies and fight Big Bosses.

You will have to shoot aptly and a lot using both hands as well as to use various covers and move actively, avoiding bullets of
enemies.

You will visit many beautiful locations and will be able to try a big arsenal of weapons under the rhythm of the western rock
music, jokes, and cynical humor!

Full Immersion

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof is a full immersion into the ambiance of rollicking Westerns and shooting like flash from both
hands, with cynical (and sometimes even black) humor.

Vivid Impressions

This is unforgettably vivid cocktail from emotions, in which we’ve added everything to make a player fall out of reality for a
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while to receive exactly these bright and fresh emotions we’ve only experienced when were kids.
The game will not make you bored even for a bit, constantly surprising you with its new story shifts, shootings, and various but

unchangeably hilarious enemies.

Realistic and Dynamic

This is a persistent feeling of realism of what’s around and a possibility to be on Wild West. Though, a little bit Hollywood-style.

The game will generously reward you for a desire to move actively – you can evade bullets, shut them down, and hide behind the
objects while shooting back in your enemies.

Weapons and Environment

You will have an impressive spectrum of weapons (firearms, throwing weapons, and even futuristic arms) that will allow you to
feel as an experienced shooter who is capable of dealing with hordes of attacking enemies alone.

You will visit lots of locations, every single one of which has been thoroughly thought-out and designed.

Comfort

Along with that, the game is maximally comfortable and user-friendly. You will never feel sick or discomfort during the game.

However, you will need a good physical shape to play on the high level of complexity. So, we advise you to start from easy
levels in order to receive more seamless gaming experience and get tired much lesser. There is nothing to be ashamed of!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Great game, controls are a bit wonky at first, but after you get used to it they are great. There are several player skins you can
unlock and chair skins as well. Worth every penny it cost. The final boss is somewhat difficult, but is a worthwhile challenge
and really pays off after beating it. Very fulfulling final boss race. 13\/10 would office race again. The final part in Zachary
Sergi's Heroes Rise trilogy...

Shouldn't it be Hero's Rise, given it is about your rise? But I digress.

The final part in Zachery Sergi's Heroes Rise trilogy remains as boring, uninspired and shamelessly railroaded as the previous
two installments. For a game that essentially amounts to a superpowered revolution against the President of the United States,
there is absolutely no 'bite' to the piece. The writing does not improve, 'slugger' continues to be used, and all the criticisms from
the previous titles are very much still apparent. You get railroaded from plot point to plot point and then it, mercifully, ends.

The worst part about it, though, is that this game has so many positive reviews, presumably because the game is nothing more
than shallow wish fulfillment that (briefly and with the subtlety of a sledgehammer) mentions LGBT characters.. This game has
serious potential but has no online community. Adding bots would help but dont buy this game unless you have a friend or a
group to play with. Classes are fun and creative but could use some tweaking.
. Interesting concept
Bad implementation
Worse translation

If you want to play a game where you can play through, get a bad/premature ending, start again and get a different bad end
again, all in the space of two minutes, then this game is for you. I wish that the branches had gone into a little more depth,
instead of all being extremely short.
Points up for having such a large variation of endings though - every time I thought I'd seen everything, I would try what I
expected to be the last possible branch and was surprised to find even more content hidden behind the simplest choices.

Oh, and the majority of achievements don't seem to work for most people.. The game is actually really good for the price i love
the concept alot of cool guns, graphics are pretty good theres a few bugs i wish could be fixed i think putting a sensitivity bar in
the settings would help A LOT!. + Cute style
+ Simple controls
+ Collectables

- Recycled enemy\/bosses
- Short unless you go for 100%
- Too easy

The game has a nice style to it, simple yet effective and pleasing to look at. The controls are simple which is nice when you buy
upgrades to your dash later on. You can buy upgrades with gems you have to get in each level and some of these are tricky
without upgrades. The dev's have stated each gem can be gotten without using the dash but some are really frustrating to do
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without it.
Points are meaningless unless you want more catpaws but the game is so easy you really shouldn't need to grind nor need to go
for the top score to get many. I am already at world 6 with 900 catpaws and have used them on the world-map for some hidden
items.

There are 7 worlds so plenty of levels to play and each one sports their own boss, the final level of each actual world being
original and not an enemy you see in the level.
As much a I like the game though even the original bosses have similar patterns to defeat them which can be a let down but
understandable with the simple style the game has.

However I feel this game could of done better without a boss at the end of the normal levels. They are just bigger versions of the
enemy you fight along the way in the same level. Some bosses later on have different attacks maybe but not different enough to
justify this many bosses. They are just recolours over a pattern you already faced before. I feel they are there just to drag out the
game for 20 seconds longer per level which is not good IMO.

Time attack proves how short the levels are, each time attack gives you 100 seconds to get to the end and even if you screw up a
few times you often have 20 seconds to spare. If you don't care for the gems the game will be short eve with over 60 levels.

Overall it is nice but again the bosses at the end of each level just make the game less fun to play in the long-run at least for me.
I give the game the thumbs-up however, I not really seen any bugs and the gems are the only real challenge I see so there is
something for everyone who loves platformers. Take out the reused bosses and the game is pretty solid.. A mix of 8bit 2D
platforming being a visual tribute to the genre's classics coupled with modern die & retry / runner elements. Simple and
addictive.. 1993 Space Machine is a classic space shooter that gives us a throwback to early 90's games similar to this genre.

Pros:
-The game is challenging, but not impossible
-Ships and weapons can be customised
-Co-op for up to 5 players
-Soundtrack is nostalgic, considering era these games were released in

Cons:
-The game itself is expensive, not really worth that price for a game of this genre

Overall, this is a good game, I had fun with it. Worth a look if you are into arcade-type games, and when it is on sale

7/10
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Ok so im at home buying this game thinking it would be good right? it seemed like a good game with a good concept.

Buuuuuuut. I fell it just boring i think its just me but theres something missing. the music was awesome!. as a huge fan of the
original design of Oh...Sir

when i first saw the the sequels design i was a bit sceptical but after i got into the game i really started to enjoy it.

the humor of it has not changed abit and still cracks me up today the characters are the perfect spoofs of famous casts.

this game is pretty much all that the original had but with extras and boi those give you whole new way to insult others

i really enjoy playing this and its really fun completing the challenges. It works! no cd-key problem.
Pretty simple game, Nice graphics and sound.
Worth every penny spent.
. The game was really fun, until first boss appeared. Ok, I should earn upgrages, maybe? Nope, upgrades are so-so. Probably, I
must get myself together and try harder? Wow, it worked! And I have more upgrades to buy and... face a second boss! Now I
see, upgrades are totally useless and add absolutely nothing to my ability of kicking bosses a**. I can go anywhere and make
crazy lots of money, but it can't advance me any further. This is very disappointing. Bosses require too much skill. Sooner or
later I had to say this: Unbeatable in normal conditions.
No fun anymore, sorry. I've been seeing a lot of negative reviews on this DLC....

 To be honest, I went ahead and bought it with the full expectation that it was going to be as bad as was stated.

 However, it turned out quite different.
 Yes, I lost my first attempt to play a simple skirmish match... but then realized it was the things I needed to do that was at fault.
 There are some major differences from the other two factions.. but overall, it's still run the same, just some new twists.

 These twists may have confused some players into thinking the faction is weak, but I attest, soon as the Undead get going... they
can be a Tidal wave of poisonous, infectious, freezing cold to the touch, skeletal death to any enemy.

 Using the poison cloud when your troops are in a cluster and then leaping at the enemy groups simply is a sight to behold.

 From what I've read there may be some misunderstandings about the Bloodsucker units...
 At the start (as a bat), they are pretty weak (easy to kill).. however, they run (or fly away) until your other units begin
engaging... then they swoop in and deliver some nasty hits on the enemies.

 They also have a task.. hanging around the cemetary helping revive your dead. So it DOES pay to have several of them ( ended
up with 6 even from the start with no problem).

 One more nice little tactic... is to cast the "Summon General" spell on the battlefield (or in the dungeon)... this summons a ghost
with a sword and it is a similar spell to the Summon Evil spell that all factions have (including this one). However, this one in
particular can be cast outside the dungeons also...
 The warrior, comes with a few skeletons to fight... they are good at causing such a diversion you can then cast a 2nd spell
nearby... "Summon the Undead" which summons ALL of your heroes (or rather, villains?) to that spot.
 They will rise up out of the ground like a horror movie and lay waste to the enemy which is alread engaged in fighting the
General.
 Then cast that Toxin spell and enjoy!

 The other units can be confusing but just know this, hire a couple of zombies first and go for about four. Because they are
tougher to kill and hit well. They also run the Labratory which is like the forge.
 It is similar to the forges of the Orcs and Demons but with a twist... at level two you get the ability to add a second type of
structure to the room. It's not a replacement structure like the Orcs had when they upgrade to the master forge... but a leveling
chamber (similar to the Orc's Fighting pit).
 There is where you can UP your troops.
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 Also, similar to the Orcs, is a "Place of Rest" area... Not to be confused with the cemetary. My first mistake was thinking that
was the place my troops would heal up... and they do... but not when they are dead (lol)!

 The cemetary revives them... the Place of Rest is kinda like a healing bed AND... the Beer room in one.
 So not only does it restore their hitpoints (like the admiration platform of the Demons) but it satisfies the units (like beer).

 The other room is where the pots are made for using in research (and traps)... it (like the Orcs' Tinker room) has a structure that
can be upgraded with a better one. Just think of the Goblin room when you make one of these, however, do note that the
Skeletons that run it --- are ranged (archers).. unlike the Goblins from the Orcs.

 As for the traps...

 There is a skeletal hand that slaps enemies around as they walk past (like those swinging blades of the Orcs -- or the tentacle of
the Demons).
 There are some floor traps... one that freezes enemies briefly (for the hand to slap around)... and another that releases a toxin.
 And another "center of the room trap" ... is a freezing blast thingy that works wonders on troops.

 The best trap... imho....
 Is the rolling snowball trap.

 Like the Orc's Rolling ball or rolling explosive ball... this one rolls alright.. but it does not push the enemy back... but rather
makes them stick to it as it rolls.

 The laughs I had from those (sometimes my own troops would get caught in it).. was well worth the DLC price I paid.

 Overall... I think this DLC is good.. it's great to have a 3rd faction to break the boredom of the other two.
 Might be tougher to some... but really it is a learning curve probably more than anything.

 10\/10 would Roll the snowball over my guys and the enemy again
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